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Congress is attempting to reach an agreement on funding the government for the remainder of fiscal year
2018; a short-term continuing resolution passed just before the holidays expires on January 19, 2018
(DeBonis and Werner, 2017). Congress is also considering an emergency appropriations bill to provide
assistance for hurricane and wildfire disasters (H.R. 4667). Included within the $81 billion disaster bill
passed by the House is a provision to amend the 2014 Farm Bill and designate seed cotton as a covered
commodity. Previous farmdoc articles have discussed cotton policy under the 2014 Farm Bill and the
efforts by the cotton industry to make cotton base acres directly eligible for ARC and PLC payments (see,
farmdoc daily, January 28, 2016, February 15, 2017, April 27, 2017, May 11, 2017 and September 13,
2017). With implications for the upcoming farm bill debate, this article reviews the latest effort.
Background
According to Cotton, Inc., a research and marketing company funded by U.S. growers of upland cotton,
the cotton plant is farmed as an annual crop but is actually a warm-season woody perennial shrub
(Cotton, Inc., Agricultural Production). The plant produces cotton fibers or lint in a boll after the plant
flowers. The boll is harvested by machine after the plant has been defoliated by the farmer and the fiber
is removed from the plant; the harvested fiber contains both lint and cottonseeds. Known as “seed
cotton” this harvested crop is taken to a gin where the cotton fiber (lint) is separated from the cottonseed,
converting the harvested crop into two different products that can be marketed.
From a farm policy perspective, cotton farmers have received Federal support in a variety of ways. Prior
to the Agricultural Act of 2014, upland cotton was considered a covered commodity with base acres; the
base acres of upland cotton were eligible to receive payments from the commodity programs authorized
in the farm bill, such as direct payments and counter-cyclical payments. As with all covered commodities
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on decoupled base acres, farmers with upland cotton base could receive payments for upland cotton
regardless of whether upland cotton was planted on those base acres. The Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) May 2013 Baseline for Farm Programs reported that there were 17.96 million upland cotton base
acres prior to the 2014 Farm Bill; that farm bill removed upland cotton from the list of covered
commodities due to the World Trade Organization dispute with Brazil (CBO, May 2013 Baseline).
In addition to the commodity payment programs, upland cotton was also a loan commodity that was
eligible for a marketing assistance loan (MAL) or a loan deficiency payment (LDP). Farmers with
harvested upland cotton could take out a nonrecourse loan on the pounds of harvested cotton at the
statutory loan rate. Unlike the payment programs that used decoupled base acres, the loans are on
actual pounds of harvested cotton and the provisions of the program appear to be designed for the cotton
lint rather than the seed cotton. As with all marketing loans, if prices fall below the loan rate ($0.52 per
pound), the farmer could repay at the lower price or forfeit the crop and keep the loan. While this basic
assistance was also provided to other loan commodities, including covered commodities such as corn,
wheat and soybeans, upland cotton receives special repayment rates that were established using
prevailing world market prices which are adjusted lower for quality factors, marketing and transportation
costs. The 2014 Farm Bill continued the loan program for upland cotton, but modified the loan rate to
range between 45 and 52 cents per pound.
Extra long staple cotton was also listed as a loan commodity with a separate loan rate ($0.7977 per
pound) and defined in the 2008 Farm Bill as “having characteristics needed for various end uses for
which United States upland cotton is not suitable” (P.L. 110-234, section 1001(7)). The 2014 Farm Bill
continued this definition for extra long staple cotton as well as the separate loan rate.
The 2014 Farm Bill also provided transition assistance for producers of upland cotton, which amounted to
a portion of the direct payments under the 2008 Farm Bill for the 2014 crop year and on limited bases for
the 2015 crop years where the Stacked Income Protection Plan (crop insurance policy) was not available.
In the loan program, it also provided for payment of cotton storage costs and included special marketing
loan provisions for upland cotton that include a special import quota, preferential tariff treatment and
economic adjustment assistance to users of upland cotton. Extra long staple cotton also received special
competitive provisions to help increase exports and seed cotton was specifically provided recourse loans
for the 2014 to 2018 crops of upland cotton and extra long staple cotton.
Finally, USDA initiated “one-time” payments for ginning assistance in 2016 (USDA Press Release, June
6, 2016). This program provided cost-share assistance to cotton farmers based on 2015 cotton acres
with regional payment rates based on 40% of the average ginning cost in the region (FSA, Cotton Ginning
Cost Share Program). FSA estimated average assistance of $8,100 per producer. CBO indicated that
this resulted in $328 million in outlays in fiscal year 2016 (CBO, June 2017 Baseline). This was included
in CBO’s report of actual outlays for upland cotton of $781 million in FY2016, which included $329 million
in marketing loan benefits and $51 million in economic adjustment assistance.
Discussion
Returning to the proposal for seed cotton in the House-passed disaster funding bill, it would open up and
amend the 2014 Farm Bill by adding a definition of seed cotton as the “unginned upland cotton that
includes both lint and seed” and designating it as a covered commodity for purposes of base acres and
payments (H.R. 4667, Section 3001). The reference price for seed cotton is $0.367 per pound and a loan
rate is established at $0.25 per pound.
A payment yield is also authorized to be established for the farm. First, the farmer has a one-time option
of updating the farm’s upland cotton payment yield based on 90% of the 2008 through 2012 crop year
yields (planted acres) for upland cotton. The seed cotton payment yield will equal to 2.4 times either this
updated yield or the farm’s payment yield for upland cotton established by the 2008 Farm Bill.
The bill also requires the owner of the farm to allocate all generic base acres on the farm. If there is no
history of planted covered commodities during the 2009 to 2016 crop years on the farm (not just generic
base on the farm), the generic base acres become unassigned crop base and are ineligible for any
program payments. For all other farms with generic base acres, those acres can be allocated in one of
three ways: (1) 80% to seed cotton base; (2) the average seed cotton acres planted or prevented from
being planted during the 2009 to 2012 crop years; or (3) to covered commodities pursuant to the
reallocation formulas of the 2014 Farm Bill. This effectively ends the generic base acres system created
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in 2014; all generic base acres should be reallocated to seed cotton base, other covered commodities or
unassigned base that is ineligible for payments. The farmer thereafter elects either ARC or PLC for the
base acres and they become eligible for payments if payments are triggered.
Because seed cotton has never been a covered commodity, a price series does not currently exist and
thus must be defined, including the calculation for it. Labeled an effective price for seed cotton, The
calculated prices will be used to trigger any payments under the PLC program and reference price. This
formula uses existing marketing year average prices that are determined by NASS for upland cotton lint
(UpCMYA) and cottonseed (CsMYA). These price values are weighted by the share of cotton lint and
cottonseed production, all variables measured in pounds. This weighting is accomplished by the
variables designated (UpCLP) for total U.S. pounds of upland cotton lint production and (CsP) for total
U.S. pounds of cottonseed production.
((UpCMYA*UpCLP)+(CsMYA*CsP))/(UpCLP+CsP)
Finally, any farm that enrolls seed cotton base acres in either ARC or PLC under these provisions is
ineligible for the Stacked Income Protection Plan for upland cotton (STAX) that was a crop insurance
policy created for cotton farmers in the 2014 Farm Bill (see, farmdoc daily, June 30, 2016).
National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) Quick Stats data is used to estimate the PLC program
operation for seed cotton under the provisions of the House bill. First, Marketing Year Average (MYA)
prices for upland cotton and cottonseed are provided in figure 1, as well as the effective price for seed
cotton per the bill’s formula and the proposed reference price for seed cotton. This data indicates that
seed cotton would have triggered payments on base acres in the 2014 through 2016 crop years. Using
90% of the average yield per planted acre for upland cotton from 2008 to 2012 (576 pounds per acre) and
the 2.4 factor provided in the legislation, the U.S. average payment yield for seed cotton is estimated to
be 1,383 pounds per acre. Estimated payment rates by year are $70.46, $57.53 and $29.55,
respectively, in crop years 2014 through 2016.

In order to better understand the proposed seed cotton program and get a sense of what it might mean
for the upcoming farm bill, forecasted prices and yields from CBO’s June 2017 baseline are used to
calculate payment estimates in Figure 2 (see, CBO June 2017 Baseline; farmdoc daily, July 14, 2017).
CBO forecasts for MYA prices for upland cotton and cottonseed are used to calculate the effective price
for seed cotton, and that effective price is compared to the proposed reference price to estimate payment
rates for the 2018 through 2027 crop years used in the baseline. A factor of 85%, representing payment
acres (85% of base acres), is used to estimate the payments per seed cotton base acre.
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For a sense of the baseline impact, figure 3 uses the per base acre payment estimates from Figure 2.
Those payments are multiplied by an estimate of total seed cotton base acres (excluding sequestration).
It is difficult to determine total base acres enrolled at this time and the estimate calculates total payments
using 80% of total generic base acres (14.066 million base acres). This may be a conservative estimate
if farmers can add seed cotton base with the formula or it could overestimate if significant generic base
acres are reallocated to other commodities or to unassigned base. It is the most straight-forward method
for estimating total payments, with the aforementioned caveats.
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Concluding Thoughts
First and foremost, it has to be acknowledged that this proposal is a highly unusual and potentially
consequential change to farm policy. It sets a rare precedent by opening a farm bill and revising the
standing statutory provisions through any appropriations vehicle; more so given it is a temporary
supplemental appropriation for natural disasters. Given the operation of payment programs, any
payments for seed cotton for the 2018 crop year would not be made until October 2019 which is fiscal
year 2020; thus the changes are unlikely to score in any CBO estimates of the disaster bill other than the
potential for allocation of some generic base acres into the unassigned category and an estimated
reduction in payments. In other words, this change could score savings. Moreover, when CBO makes
the 2018 baseline estimate it will necessarily include seed cotton payment estimates and thus increase
the commodity title baseline for the upcoming farm bill debate but without the offset requirement if this
provision were added during a farm bill debate.
In fact, it has all the appearances of that rare “free lunch” under budget rules but it does raise tougher,
long-term questions. Among these are the impacts on the settlement with Brazil in the WTO dispute and
the political consequences for farm programs in general; the latter concern increases if Congress seeks
reductions in farm bill outlays and spending in the future. It also raises difficult questions about the
integrity of the process and the wisdom of the policy; policy changes made without the benefit of hearings
or debate, nor consideration in the course of regular order. By establishing a precedent, this move could
have a far more significant impact and cost that is not accounted-for under budget rules. These are
matters, however, unlikely to weigh heavily on any of the negotiations and decision-making of the
moment.
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